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Disclaimer

Any resemblance to figures real or imaginary is entirely

coincidental.



First Sight

Alice, an aspiring mathematician, has just started graduate school.

In her incoming cohort is Bob: tall, dark, handsome, and with a

master’s degree already under his belt. Alice is smitten.

She decides to play to her strengths, and use MATH to win Bob’s

affections.
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Pursuit

Alice realizes Bob is relatively shy and seems to be reluctant to

pursue her, so she’ll need to pursue him. Since she’s a

mathematician, she interprets this literally: she plans to wait for

the first party of the year and – when she arrives – move directly

towards Bob to initiate conversation.

B(t) will be Bob’s position at the party, and A(t) = (x(t), y(t))

will be Alice’s position. Alice will keep her eyes on the prize and

move directly towards Bob at all times, not even stopping for an

appetizer. She assumes Bob – consistent as he is – will move at a

constant velocity v , and she will measure her speed as a constant

multiple k of his.
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Pursuit
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Knowing his love of calzones,

Alice assumes Bob will make a

beeline for the appetizers, which

Alice models as Bob moving

straight up the y -axis: his path

is thus parametrized by

B(t) = (0, rt). Alice assumes

she starts at some point (c , 0).
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Pursuit

With these assumptions, Alice derives the system

 x ′ = − krx√
x2+(rt−y)2

y ′ = kr(rt−y)√
x2+(rt−y)2

.

With a bit of clever differentiation, chain rule, substitutions, and

separable differential equation solving, Alice computes that her

path is given by

y =


1
2

[
x1+1/k

c1/k (1+1/k)
− c1/kx1−1/k

1−1/k

]
+ ck

k2−1 k 6= 1

1
2

[
x2−c2
2c − c ln x

c

]
k = 1

.
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Pursuit

Alice reaches Bob when x = 0; that is, when y = ck
k2−1 .

Then the

time it takes her to reach him is y
r and the distance she’ll have to

walk is ck2

k2−1 .

From this, Alice figures out she needs k > 1; that is, she must be

moving at least as fast as Bob!

What if she only moves at his speed, so that k = 1? Then she

calculates that

yBob − yAlice =
c

2

[
1−

(x
c

)2]
.

So in the limit (x → 0), their difference is c
2 . She only reaches

halfway to him!
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Pursuit

test

In the end, Alice manages to

predict her exact path through

the party, depending on k.

Red means k > 1, and Alice

catches up with Bob. Green

means k = 1, and she never

quite gets to him. Blue indicates

Alice is moving too slowly, and

Bob reaches the calzones before

she can get to him.
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A Setback

Exhausted by her calculations, Alice falls asleep early and misses

the party.

The next day, she is dismayed to learn that Bob asked about her

several times that night. He’s never done this before, and Alice

wonders if he’s only interested when it seems like she’s not. She

decides to come up with a new model and pulls out her copy of

Strogatz.
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A New System: the Strogatz Model

This time she tries to model her affections and Bob’s affections

directly.

She defines

A(t) = Alice’s love/hate for Bob at moment t

B(t) = Bob’s love/hate for Alice at moment t.

Positive values of A,B respresent love; negative values represent

hate.
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A New System: the Strogatz Model

Alice’s first model is
dA

dt
= rB

dB

dt
= −sA,

for some r , s > 0, since Bob’s affection waxes and wanes opposite

of Alice’s (she assumes he is a “Wave” in terms of attachment

style).
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A New System: the Strogatz Model

Unfortunately, after some analysis, Alice learns that their fate with

this model is a never-ending cycle of love and hate as they both

react dynamically towards each other.

They will simultaneously be in love only a fourth of the time. Not

good enough for Alice.
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A New System: the Strogatz Model

Alice knows that self-esteem is an important part of any

relationship, so she adds an extra factor and models their

relationship dynamics as

dA

dt
= cA,AA + cA,BB

dB

dt
= cB,AA + cB,BB,

where ci ,j can be positive or negative.

Alice begins an exhaustive exploration of the stabilities of this

system depending on the values of ci ,j .

(Hey Vance, write this on the board! �)
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A New System: the Strogatz Model

• If cA,A, cA,B > 0, Alice is an ”Eager Beaver,” excited about

Bob’s affections and spurred on by her own feelings towards

him.

• If cA,A = cB,B = 0, neither is in touch with their own feelings.

• If cA,A = −cB,B and cA,B = −cB,A, Alice and Bob are

opposites. Do opposites attract?

• If cA,A = cB,B and cA,B = cB,A, Alice and Bob are two peas in

a pod. Will they fizzle into boredom or grow towards bliss?

• If Bob doesn’t care at all, so that cB,A = cB,B = 0, does Alice

maintain her crush?

• If cB,B < 0 and cB,A > 0, Bob is a cautious lover; will he and

Alice ever make it work?
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A Shock to the System

Mentally exhausted, Alice asks her friend Carol what to do.

Carol, who is not a mathematician and who knows how Alice often

overthinks things, tells her to be direct and ask Bob on a date.
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The First Date

Alice has managed to ask Bob on a date, and they are heading to

a local sandwich shop! To their mutual delight, they find they have

similar tastes and decide to split a single ham sandwich (after all,

they’re poor graduate students).

Unfortunately, when they get their order there’s a small problem:

the sandwich maker has unevenly distributed the ham. Bob

despairs, thinking one of them will get less of the sandwich than

the other, but Alice remembers her topology class, and has just the

theorem ready!
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The Ham Sandwich Theorem

Theorem
Given n (measurable) objects in n-dimensional Euclidean space, it

is possible to divide all of them in half (with respect to their

volume) with a single (n − 1)-dimensional hyperplane.

Alice explains to Bob that in three dimensions, they can think of

the sandwich as three objects: bread + ham + bread, and evenly

split it with a single cut. Bob is elated but skeptical and asks her

to prove it. Here is Alice’s proof.
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The Ham Sandwich Theorem

Let A1,A2, . . . ,An denote the n objects to be bisected.

For each

p ∈ Sn−1, define a family of affine hyperplanes Hp perpendicular

to the normal vector to p, with the normal vector defining which

side of the plane is the “positive” side. By IVT, there exists at

least one hyperplane Hp ∈ Hp which bisects An.

Define

πi (p) = volume of Ai on the positive side of Hp,

and let f : Sn−1 → Rn−1 by

f (p) = (π1(p), π2(p), . . . , πn−1(p)).

Note that f is continuous!
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